
Ten 'Golden Rules', which if followed, ensure students stay out of trouble.

Never put yourself or others in danger: Everyone, including staff, have a right to 

feel safe in school. It is impossible for anyone to learn effectively if this basic human 

requirement isn't met.

Respect yourself, others and the school. A little care and consideration for the 

property and feelings of others can stop many potential problems from happening.

Always empty your hands and sit in silence when the teacher is talking. It is vital 

that everyone in a class has the chance to listen carefully to key parts of a lesson.

Always work quietly unless you have been asked not to. Although it is important 

to give students opportunities to work in groups and discuss topics, you must 

understand how to work sensibly without distracting others. Chatting instead of 

working is responsible for many unfinished pieces of work and lessons overrunning.

Always put your hand up when you want to speak. With more than ten people in a 

room no-one would get heard if everyone spoke at once. Teachers often direct 

specific questions to certain students or groups to test their understanding, and don't 

appreciate answers being called out from across the other side of the room.

Always stay in your chair unless you have asked for permission to get up. 

Classrooms can be dangerous places with chair legs to trip over and desk corners to 

bang heads on, not to mention the distraction of people wandering around.

Attention on the Topic. To attend in classroom is not sufficient. To give attention on 
the topic is also a good sign of your behaviour. You can do this only after listening the 
lecture seriously and looking and writing what is teacher telling to you. 

Keep silence. Your teacher can teach easily, if you keep silence in classroom. Never 
talk without the permission of your teacher because it disturbs your teacher. If you 
want to talk, raise your hand, take permission and go out of classroom. This will also 
show good sign of your noble behaviour and if you behave this, you can save the time 
of other students who may concentrate on study in classroom. 

Don't  Use  mobile  or  any  music  instrument.  Never  listen  songs  on  mobile  in 
classroom. It disturbs other students and teacher. Shut off your mobile. A ringing cell 
phone, especially one with a musical tone, can disrupt a class. It's best just to turn 



your phone off when you are in class.

Come in classroom with full preparation.  Bring your copies, pen and other study 
books. Share it also with other students during the period in class. 


